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Prior to engaging in this discussion as a Christian Growth Group, we encourage individual associates to create their own 
identity statements following the video presentations available from the 2021 Retreat, SSJ Associates in Mission: Renew, 
Re-energize, Recommit. 

Welcome/Overview (5 min) 
 
The purpose of this gathering is to create an identity statement for our Christian Growth Group that is 
reflective of our strongest values and our expressions of those values when we come together as a 
community of individual associates.  This process continues the movement of the “I” to “We” by sharing our 
individual identity statements, listening for similar threads/themes, and discerning our identity as a group 
of associates living the mission in the ordinary circumstances of our everyday lives.  We will then have the 
opportunity to make a recommitment as SSJ Associates in Mission and members of the _______ Christian 
Growth Group.  
 
This will be a 3-part process: 
 Part 1: Sharing our Associate Identity Statements 
 Part 2: Creating our Christian Growth Group Identity Statement  
 Part 3: Making an Associate in Mission Recommitment 
 
Prayer (3 min)   

Invite an associate to read aloud the SSJ Associate in Mission Prayer (on handout) and allow a moment of 
silence after the prayer.   

Part 1 (30 min) 

At this time, everyone in the group is invited to take a turn sharing their “I Am” statement (both the 
statement and the 3 ways in which you live that statement) allowing for a silent pause in between each 
sharing.  As you listen to each sharing, keep in mind the following reflection questions:  

 What have we heard among ourselves as our strongest values or expressions of associate identity?  
 What are the threads of unity and how are we delighting in diversity? 
 
After each person has shared, allow for 5 minutes of silent reflection on the above questions.   
 
After 5 minutes, invite the group into a brief conversation around those questions.  Ask for key words or 
phrases to avoid lengthy responses.  Jot down what you hear, allowing for as many responses as possible in 
the time available for this part.   
 
 

 



 

Part 2 (40 min)  

Next, we are going to begin the process of creating our Christian Growth Group Identity Statement.  At this 
time, we will take 10 minutes of Quiet Reading and Reflection.  Please refer to the handout for the How We 
Gather as a Christian Growth Group document.  This document was created by the Associates in Mission 
Office as a result of identifying best practices within our thriving, active groups.  Considering our sharing in 
Part 1 and what you read, think about how our group identity statement can be a reflection of our 
community of individual associates.  Jot down your thoughts using the sample format on your handout, 
keeping in mind the incorporation of the three bullets from the Associate Commitment Statement.   
 
After 10 minutes of reflection, invite the group into conversation about creating the CGG statement.  
Following the same format as the individual “I Am” statements, the CGG Identity statement should read: 
 
As members of the ____ Christian Growth Group, we are… 
 We do this by… 
 1.  
 2.  
 3.  
*each of the numbers should correspond to one of the bullets from the Associate in Mission Commitment 
 
We commit ourselves: 

• To embrace our common Mission of Unity in the daily circumstances of our lives by developing bonds 
that link us to God, one another, our neighbor, and all of creation 

• To integrate our lived experience with the core spirituality of the Joseph family that encourages action 
and advocacy for justice, in its biblical sense- living in right relationship 

• To nourish our faith through personal and communal prayer that shapes our way of being in 
relationship to God, one another, all our dear neighbors, and Earth 

 

Part 3: (10 min) 

The final piece of this gathering is to celebrate our individual and group identity by making a recommitment 
as SSJ Associates in Mission.   

Option 1: Watch full recommitment video link from retreat  https://youtu.be/37kge_gh6V0 

Option 2: Use Joshua Reading and play the song Holy Fire by using the provided link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucjthuXWOVM 

 

At the conclusion of the meeting, please send your CGG Identity Statement to Kerry in the Associates in 
Mission Office.  Individual members should also maintain notes as reference for future meetings.   

https://youtu.be/37kge_gh6V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucjthuXWOVM

